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1. INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of this report is to visually demonstrate the effects of
the A8-A9 Highway Link in regard to the UNESCO World Heritage Site Defence
Line of Amsterdam by use of visualization of the present and proposed situation.
Introduction to this report
This report first gives a concise description of the Defence Line of Amsterdam.
Also, it gives an introduction the development of the three A8-A9 Highway Link
alternatives.
In Chapter 2, the present situation of the Defence Line of Amsterdam in the study
area is described. Many developments have taken place in the area between the
appointment of the DLA as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1996 and present
day, most of which were a result of decisions taken before the UNESCO appointment. These developments are made visible using maps and (aerial) images.
Chapter 3 gives an outline of the proposed developments for each of the three
alternatives of the A8-A9 Highway Link. It demonstrates the changes made in the
landscape of the Defence Line of Amsterdam, by use of maps, aerial images and
artist impressions of the proposed developments.

Defence Line of Amsterdam
Extending 135 km around the city of Amsterdam at 10 to 15 kilometres from the
city centre, the Defence Line of Amsterdam (Dutch: Stelling van Amsterdam,
hereafter DLA) is the only example of a fortification based on the principle of
controlling the waters. Since the 16th century, the people of the Netherlands have
used their expert knowledge of hydraulic engineering for defence purposes. Built
between 1883 and 1920, the city of Amsterdam was protected by a network of
45 armed forts, acting in concert with temporary flooding (inundation) of polders
and an intricate system of canals and locks. All of this was dedicated to protecting the national stronghold, as an absolute final line of defence for the Kingdom
of the Netherlands. During the final stages of its construction, the invention of
the aeroplane and long-range artillery rendered the defence line obsolete. Nevertheless, the forts and the infrastructure were left in place, largely in their original
state. The DLA was appointed a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1996.
The Defence Line of Amsterdam is more than a unique system of fortresses,
dikes and sluices. A stone’s throw from Holland’s hectic capital, the DLA is also
set in a surprisingly green landscape that offers beautiful spots of tranquillity. For
many years no construction was allowed in the areas around the forts, giving
free reign to Mother Nature. The Defence Line -protected by its UNESCO statusis translated into the Dutch national and provincial policies by safeguarding its
core qualities. These are:
1. Unique, coherent and well-preserved, late nineteenth century and early twentieth century hydrological and military landscape, consisting of a continuous
system of dykes, locks, inlet channels, forts, inundation areas, firing range
areas and prohibited circles.
2. Relatively high level of openness;
3. Green and relatively quiet ring around Amsterdam.

The Defence Line of Amsterdam extends 135 kilometres around Amsterdam. It provides the city a
relatively open, quiet and green belt landscape at 10-15 kilometres from the city centre.
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A8-A9 Highway Link
The lack of a good east-west link ensures daily traffic congestion on the Provincial roads N203 and N246, connecting the A8 highway in the east with the A9 in
the west. This leads to a lot of inconvenience. The present route squeezes its way
through the towns of Krommenie-Assendelft, causing negative effects on road
safety, traffic flow and liveability of the towns. This situation demands an improvement.
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Golf Course Alternative
This alternative runs in a straight line from the A8 towards the A9, passing the
DLA near the golf course before connecting to the A9 at the rest areas. The
defence line dike is crossed by means of a long and narrow viaduct in order to
keep the DLA as continuous as possible and to preserve the views of and from
the dike and Fort Veldhuis.
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Zero-plus Alternative
This alternative improves the present routing of the Provincial highways N203/
N246 and mainly impacts the city centre of Krommenie-Assendelft by separating
local traffic from regional traffic. As for the Defence Line of Amsterdam, this alternative does not result in any (major) spatial developments in the DLA area, as it
makes use of the existing highways.
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First plans for a direct link between the A8 and A9 were drawn back in the ‘60,
but postponed due to the oil crisis of the ‘70’s and later abandoned. Now, the
province of North-Holland, the five municipalities (Heemskerk, Zaanstad, Beverwijk, Uitgeest and Velsen) and the Amsterdam Transport Region have placed the
improvement of the A8-A9 Link back on the agenda. After studying a wide variety
of possible route alternatives in 2015/2016, three promising alternatives were
selected for an improved highway link: The Zero-plus Alternative, Heemskerk
Alternative and Golf Course Alternative. The preference-designs of these three
alternatives where politically appointed in January 2017 by the province of North
Holland, in consultation with its partners. The preference-designs give an outline
of the three alternatives.
All three alternatives cross the Defence Line of Amsterdam and hereby demand a
careful integration of the Highway Link and the Defence Line landscape:

Planning area
The planning area is the part of the DLA where the proposed initiatives for the
A8-A9 are located. The Defence Line of Amsterdam is recognizable in and around
the project area by the presence of Fort Veldhuis, Fort aan den Ham, Fort aan
de Krommeniedijk, several military depositories and secondary batteries and a
double line of defence dikes. Here, the defence dikes mainly consists of former
seawalls (St. Aagtendijk, Groenedijk and Hoogedijk) and few dikes constructed
especially for the DLA (Liniewall).The project area is located in the municipalities
of Uitgeest, Heemskerk and Zaanstad.

A22

N246

A8

Assendelft
Planning area with the three alternatives

Heemskerk Alternative
This alternative initially follows the same route as the Golf Course alternative,
but bends northward after Saendelft and connects to the A9 at the Heemskerk
junction. The main choice for the Heemskerk Alternative in regard to the DLA is a
120m long landscape underpass at the Kilzone - to preserve the open character
of the area and the continuity of the DLA.
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Defense Line of Amsterdam
Over view

urban area
water
inundation zones
UNESCO World Heritage Site border
Liniewall (dike built specifically for the Defense Line)
primary line of resistance
fort
secondary battery or other object
prohibited circles
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Defense Line of Amsterdam
Zoom-in on the planning area
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2 . P R E S E N T S TAT E
Attributes of the Defence Line
After the invention of long-range artillery and airplanes, the Defence Line of
Amsterdam quickly became ineffective and was left abandoned. The following
post-war period is characterized by strong demographic trends, a strong growth
in mobility and intensification and upscaling in agriculture.
Towns and villages spread out, new highways were built and large parts of the
countryside were reorganized for large-scale agriculture. Still, during this period
the Defence Line with its prohibited circles (Verboden Kringen) were protected
until 1963. After 1963 it became possible to build in the proximity of the DLA,
making way for new urban extensions and developments, but meanwhile affecting the continuity and qualities of the Defence Line. The function of the DLA
changed over time from a sole military purpose towards a more museological,
recreational and ecological function. In order to protect this military system it
had to be protected from further spatial claims.
The Defence Line of Amsterdam was appointed a UNESCO World Heritage Site in
December 1996. Over the last 20 years, many smaller and larger spatial developments have taken place in the planning area, most of which were a result of
(political) decisions taken before the UNESCO appointment. Some developments
are of a very large scale and impact, others are much smaller in scale but still
affect the core qualities of the DLA.
Within the planning area, the Defence Line of Amsterdam includes amongst
others:
• Dike system / primary defence line: Sint Aagtendijk, Hoogedijk, Groenedijk,
Liniewal, Inundatiekering, including the protected roads behind the dikes
• Forts: Fort Veldhuis, Fort aan den Ham, Fort bij Krommeniedijk, Fort aan de
Sint Aagtendijk
• Batteries / Storage bunkers: storage bunker at the Dam, battery near Fort
Veldhuis, battery near Fort aan den Ham
• Other attributes: several small locks, concrete markers, culverts, etc.
• Water system: Liniegracht (inlet channel/defence moat), inundation areas
• Firing range areas
• Prohibited circles of respectively 300, 600 and a 1000m
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Recent developments
Making use of policy information and a comparison of topographical maps
between 1996 and 2016, the following spatial developments have been defined
(partly) within the UNESCO-boundaries of the DLA:
-1996

Relocation of the A9 highway and tunnel under the Noordzeekanaal eastward, including junction Heemskerk and service areas.
This development had started before World Heritage listing in
December 1996;
-1996, 2011 Construction of the Heemskerk golf course in between the double
dike system of the DLA. This development also started before
World Heritage listing in December 1996. Due to its location
outside of the inundation areas / range of fire, the effects on the
openness of these areas is not affected. In 2011, a 9-hole extension was added to the Heemskerker golf course;
1996
Construction of a gas station within close proximity of Fort aan
den Ham;
2002-2012
Construction of commercial area De Trompet west the A9 highway. Initial development plans accredited before World Heritage
listing in December 1996. The development are partly within and
partly outside the UNESCO boundaries;
2006-2011
Construction of Broekpolder residential area, consisting mainly
of low-rise housing developments, but including a few apartment
buildings up to 46 m. Initial development plans accredited before
World Heritage listing in December 1996. The development are
partly within and partly outside the UNESCO boundaries;
2011
Construction of a wind turbine along the A9 highway near Heemskerk. The turbine is located just outside of the UNESCO boundaries. After construction, policies have changed, now banning
the construction of new wind turbines within the proximity of the
DLA. Hereby, the turbine cannot be replaced after its lifespan has
run out. The construction of the A8-A9 Highway Link may result
in the removal of the turbine due to space requirements (only in
the Heemskerk Alternative).
1996-present Scattered within the study area, barns have been replaced or
added to farm yards. Maintaining economically healthy farms in
the area is a guarantee to keep the landscape open.

Proposed boundary modification
A minor modification to the UNESCO-boundary of the DLA has been recently
proposed. This modification is to deal with the developments that have had the
largest impact on the openness of the former inundation area (the A9 highway,
commercial area De Trompet and residential area Broekpolder), hereby placing
these developments outside of the newly proposed UNESCO-boundary.
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Present state, aerial photo

Over view with UNESCO boundaries (orange line)
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Present state of the Defence Line of Amsterdam
Visible attributes of the Defence Line of Amsterdam
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Present state of the Defence Line of Amsterdam
Visible attributes of the Defence Line of Amsterdam
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Uitgeest
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor thwest
Aerial over view
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor thwest
Zoom-in ‘Zero-plus alternative’
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Developments 1996-present
Area photos ‘Zero-plus alternative’

Gas station near Fort aan den Ham
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor thwest
Zoom-in ‘Golf course alternative’
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Developments 1996-present
Area photos ‘Golf course alternative’
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor thwest
Zoom-in ‘Heemskerk alternative’
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Developments 1996-present
Area photos ‘Heemskerk alternative’
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3 . S PAT I A L I M PA C T A 8 The province of North-Holland, the five municipalities (Heemskerk, Zaanstad, Beverwijk, Uitgeest and Velsen) and the Amsterdam Transport Region have placed
the improvement of the A8-A9 Link back on the agenda. After studying a wide
variety of possible route alternatives in 2015/2016, three promising alternatives
were selected for an improved highway link: The Zero-plus Alternative, Heemskerk Alternative and Golf Course Alternative.

All three alternatives cross the Defence Line of Amsterdam and hereby demand a
careful integration of the Highway Link and the Defence Line landscape:
Zero-plus Alternative
This alternative improves the present routing of the Provincial highways N203/
N246 and mainly impacts the city centre of Krommenie-Assendelft by separating
local traffic from regional traffic. As for the Defence Line of Amsterdam, this alternative does not result in any (major) spatial developments in the DLA area, as it
makes use of the existing highways.
The DLA area will be impacted by the placement of a railway yard along the railroad/N203 and within the UNESCO site borders. This railway yard is not a part of
the A8-A9 Highway Link development and therefore not detailed in this report.
Golf Course Alternative
This alternative runs in a straight line from the A8 towards the A9, passing the
DLA near the golf course before connecting to the A9 at the rest areas. The
defence line dike is crossed by means of a long and narrow viaduct in order to
keep the DLA as continuous as possible and to preserve the views of and from
the dike and Fort Veldhuis.
Heemskerk Alternative
This alternative initially follows the same route as the Golf Course alternative,
but bends northward after Saendelft and connects to the A9 at the Heemskerk
junction. The main choice for the Heemskerk Alternative in regard to the DLA is
a 120m long landscape underpass at the core of the Defense Line / Kilzone - to
preserve the open character of the area and the continuity of the DLA.
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor theast
Aerial over view
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor thwest
Aerial over view
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Z E R O - P LU S
A LT E R N AT I V E
This alternative improves the present routing of the Provincial highways N203/
N246 and mainly impacts the city centre
of Krommenie-Assendelft by separating
local traffic from regional traffic. As for the
Defence Line of Amsterdam, this alternative does not result in any (major) spatial
developments in the DLA area, as it makes use of the existing highways.
The DLA area will be impacted by the
placement of a railway yard along the railroad/N203 and within the UNESCO site
borders. This railway yard is not a part of
the A8-A9 Highway Link development and
therefore not detailed in this report.
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor theast
Zoom-in ‘Zero-plus alternative’
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor thwest
Zoom-in ‘Zero-plus alternative’
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GOLF COURSE
A LT E R N AT I V E
This alternative runs in a straight line from
the A8 towards the A9, passing the DLA
near the golf course before connecting to
the A9 at the rest areas. The defence line
dike is crossed by means of a long and
narrow viaduct in order to keep the DLA
as continuous as possible and to preserve
the views of and from the dike and Fort
Veldhuis.
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor theast
Zoom-in ‘Golf course alternative’
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor thwest
Zoom-in ‘Golf course alternative’
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Landscape integration plan
Golf course alternative

planting of a transparant row
of trees between the A9 and
business area De Trompet

removal of service
areas, parking,
restaurant and
agricultural barns for
increased range of fire

improving the local
network by connecting
Zuidermaatweg to the
Communicatieweg /
Vogelmeerweg

construction of a
footpath at the low
side of the Liniewall

restored and visible
Inundation wall
(Inundatiekering), on
both sides of the A9

restored and visible
Liniewall with willow
planting

clear coupure
opening for the
Communicatieweg
through the
Liniewall

development of the
inundation zone
towards ecologically
managed agriculture
with higher ground
water tables and
more species
diversity

crossing the DLA by
means of a 120m long
overpass of the moat, dike,
protected road (Genieweg)
and landscape zone with
recreational footpath.

visibly continuing water
connection of the Kil, fauna
passable

54

In the western section of the Golf Course Alternative, between A9 and the
Groenedijk, the manner in which the DLA is crossed is most crucial as it impact
the recognitizability of the DLA area, both in terms of individual attributes as well
as their interrelationships.
There are two main crossings dealing with the DLA:

widening
watercourse and
creating eco banks

(re)planting the
boundaries of the
farmyards for less
visual impact of the
megabarns

1. Sint Aagtendijk crossing and A9 junction
The new route cuts through the DLA zone and connects to the A9 by means of a
large-scale junction, all in the territory of the Defence Line of Amsterdam and the
direct proximity of Fort Veldhuis. The space required for the junction with the A9
is created by relocating the two service stations, rest areas and restaurant.

elevating the
ground water table
and ecologically
managed
agriculture

The connection with the A9 is realised by use of a fly-over. The highway is
placed on pillars over a length of 180 meters, allowing a wide landscape zone to
continue freely underneath the highway. This fly-over provides for good views of
fort Veldhuis and its surroundings. Seen from the road along the Sint Aagtendijk
on the other hand, the fly-over is a dominant element.

restoration of
lost route on the
Groenedijk
restoration of the
lost section of the
Groenedijk

increasing the visibiliy
of the continuous
Kil by widening the
waterourse

continuation of the
rows of trees towards
the highway edge

(re)planting the
boundaries of the
farmyards for less
visual impact of the
megabarns

By removing the gas stations, rest areas and restaurant, the area between A9,
Fort Veldhuis and the Communicatieweg is cleaned out and reinstated as the
Fort’s fire range. This makes the Fort visible in its former glory while driving on
the A9 and the Communicatieweg.
2. Groenedijk crossing
This former seawall is a historically important landscape structure and at present
both a scenic and recreationally attractive route. The lightly winding dike is
slightly elevated above the landscape, providing cyclist and hikers with changing
vistas of the countryside.
The new Highway Link cuts straight through the Groenedijk at ground level by
use of a sharp ‘coupure’ opening. The dike itself is raised on both sides near
the intersection in order to provide enough clearance for an overpass, allowing
agricultural and recreational traffic to cross the A8-A9 Highway Link. Along the
dike, the rows of trees are to be extended all the way to the coupure.

possibilities for a
bridge

clear and sharp
coupure through
the Groenedijk

The elevated ramps of the A9 junction nearly reach up to Fort Veldhuis and run
directly up to the defensive moat (defensieve liniegracht) that is part of the DLA.
The ramp’s slope is interfering with the embankment that accompanies the moat.
Fort Veldhuis loses much of its surrounding space and the junction undermines
the visible coherence between the individual Defence Line attributes.

visually blocking the lower
part of the traffic by means
of a low earthen wall

Additional opportunities / compensation
• Removing the rest areas, service stations and associated structures offers an
opportunity to clean up the field of fire, hereby partially restoring openness
around the fort;
• Enhancement of the readability and ecological qualities of the landscape by
increasing the water levels for a more diverse vegetation, and agricultural
nature management;
• Restoring the inundation barrier (original access to the Fort) in order to be
visible again on both sides of the A9;
• Restoring of the lost section of the Groenedijk (north of the
Communicatieweg) and adding a recreational path on top;
• Increasing the readability of the Kil, a former sea inlet, by broadening
the watercourse and developing the surrounding Kilzone into a form of
ecologically managed agriculture with higher ground water tables and more
species diversity;
• Improving the quality of the inundation zone / open firing range by planting a
line of (Ash) trees parallel to the A9 along De Trompet business area;
• Improving the local recreational network by connecting the Zuidermaatweg
acces to the Communicatieweg / Vogelmeerweg;
• (Re)planting the boundaries of the farmyards for less visual impact of the
large barn structures.
• Restoring the readability of the Liniewall by creating a clear coupure through
the wall near the Communicatieweg and restoring the route and view along
the wall towards Fort Veldhuis.
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Recreation & compensation
Golf course alternative

recreational bicycle path, within the assignment
recreational bicycle path, outside the assignment
recreational footpath, within the assignment
recreational footpath, outside the assignment
water compensation, within the assignment
nature compensation, within the assignment
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View towards the junction as seen from the north towards the south, with Fort Veldhuis at the left side

Overpass of the A8-A9 Highway above the Defense Line
& new junction with the A9
Golf Course alternative, ar tist impression
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View towards the junction as seen from the south towards the north, with Fort Veldhuis at the right side

Overpass of the A8-A9 Highway above the Defense Line
& new junction with the A9
Golf Course alternative, ar tist impression
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View towards the overpass as seen from the Genieweg towards the south, with the Sint Aagtendijk at the right side

Overpass of the A8-A9 Highway above the Defense Line
Golf Course alternative, ar tist impression
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View towards the overpass as seen from the Sint Aagtendijk towards Fort Veldhuis in the norht, with the defensive moat (Liniegracht) at the left side
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View towards the junction with the A9 as seen from the location of the current gas station towards the south, with the A9 at the right and Fort Veldhuis at the left side.

New connection of the A8-A9 Highway Link to the A9
Golf Course alternative, ar tist impression
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View towards the overpass as seen from the southeast towards the Groenedijk, with the Kil watercourse, golf course and Fort Veldhuis behind it

Groenedijk overpass of the Highway Link near the golf course
Golf Course alternative, ar tist impression
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View towards the Groenedijk overpass as seen while driving along the local country road Groenedijk towards the south. The road is used both for local (agricultural) traffic as well as recreational traffic.

View towards the Groenedijk overpass as seen while driving along the new Highway Link from the east towards the Groenedijk

Overpass of the A8-A9 Highway Link at the Groenedijk
Golf Course alternative, ar tist impression
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HEEMSKERK
A LT E R N AT I V E
This alternative initially follows the same
route as the Golf Course alternative, but
bends northward after Saendelft and connects to the A9 at the Heemskerk junction.
The main choice for the Heemskerk Alternative in regard to the DLA is a 120m long
landscape underpass at the core of the
Defense Line / Kilzone - to preserve the
open character of the area and the continuity of the DLA.
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor theast
Zoom-in ‘Heemskerk alternative’
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Developments 1996-present, view from the nor thwest
Zoom-in ‘Heemskerk alternative’
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Landscape integration plan
Golf course alternative

continuous
Hemsloot
watercourse

(re)planting the
boundaries of the
farmyards for less
visual impact of the
megabarns

continuous
Nauwe Laan
watercourse
continuous
Vogelmeerweg
visually blocking the lower part
of the traffic by means of a low
earthen wall
open range of fire; unplanted
highway embankments
planting of a transparant row
of trees between the A9 and
business area De Trompet

development of the
inundation zone
towards ecologically
managed agriculture
with higher ground
water tables and
more species
diversity

removal of service areas,
parking, restaurant and
agricultural barns for
increased range of fire

restored and visible
Inundation wall
(Inundatiekering), on
both sides of the A9
construction of a
footpath at the low
side of the Liniewall
restored and visible
Liniewall with willow
planting

clear coupure
opening for the
Communicatieweg
through the
Liniewall

In the western section of the Heemskerk Alternative, between the A9 and the
Groenedijk, the manner in which the DLA is crossed is most crucial as it impact
the recognitizability of the DLA area, both in terms of individual attributes as well
as their interrelationships. Three parts of the Heemskerk Alternative deal with the
DLA:

for canoes and small boats. The lost part of the Groenedijk which was dug off
around 1970 is restored with the left-over soil out of the underpass construction.
This will make the unique situation of a double Defence Line dikes visible again.
On top of this restored dike, a walking and bike path is constructed. It forms a second recreational structure through the Kilzone, in addition to the protected road.

1. Defence Line & Kilzone underpass
The underpass of the A8-A9 Highway Link along the Defence Line/Kilzone is
an investment with a future value: it reinforces the expressiveness of the Defence Line as an ongoing system around Amsterdam and creates space both
for strengthening the cultural history as well as the ecological and recreational
quality. Historical structures are made visible again by accentuating earthworks
and continuing plantings along the reinstated Groenedijk.
Due to the construction of the underpass, the Hoogedijk, its covered road and a
wide strip of landscape belonging to the DLA remain intact. The Kil watercourse is maintained as a continuous water structure and may become navigable

2. Heemskerk junction
The junction of the Heemskerk Alternative with the A9 will require adjustments to
the current Heemskerk junction. The new configuration requires a larger spatial
lay-out. In order to do so, the current fuel stations and service areas have to be
relocated. It is also necessary to remove the existing wind turbine. As much of
the present plantings are preserved as possible. New trees will be planted parallel
to the A9 infrastructure.
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3. Standard highway cross-section
East of the A9, in the inundation landscape of the Defence Line, the highway will

possibility for continuing
the Vogelmeerweg
towards the dike route

(re)planting the
boundaries of the
farmyards for less
visual impact of the
megabarns

increasing the
visibiliy of the
continuous Kil
by widening the
waterourse and
creating eco banks

elevating the ground water
table and ecologically
managed agriculture
restoration of
lost route on the
Groenedijk
restoration of the
lost section of the
Groenedijk

visibly continuing
water connection
of the Kil, fauna
passable and
possibilities for a
bridge

downgrading the
Communicationweg
to its historic route

slope down towards ground level. Here, the road profile is as open as possible,
only slightly obscured by low earthen walls parallel to the road.
Additional opportunities / compensation
• Nature and water can be offset by the widening of creeks and waterways,
construction of ecological banks, wet nature and agricultural nature.
• Removing the rest areas, service stations and associated structures offers an
opportunity to clean up the field of fire, hereby partially restoring openness
around the fort;
• Enhancement of the readability and ecological qualities of the landscape by
increasing the water levels for a more diverse vegetation, and agricultural
nature management;
• Restoring the inundation barrier (original access to the Fort) in order to be
visible again on both sides of the A9;
• Restoring of the lost section of the Groenedijk (north of the
Communicatieweg) and adding a recreational path on top;

• Increasing the readability of the Kil, a former sea inlet, by broadening
the watercourse and developing the surrounding Kilzone into a form of
ecologically managed agriculture with higher ground water tables and more
species diversity;
• Improving the quality of the inundation zone / open firing range by planting a
line of (Ash) trees parallel to the A9 along De Trompet business area;
• Improving the local recreational network by connecting the Zuidermaatweg
acces to the Communicatieweg / Vogelmeerweg;
• (Re)planting the boundaries of the farmyards for less visual impact of the
large barn structures.
• Restoring the readability of the Liniewall by creating a clear coupure through
the wall near the Communicatieweg and restoring the route and view along
the wall towards Fort Veldhuis.
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Recreation & compensation
Heemskerk alternative

recreational bicycle path, within the assignment
recreational bicycle path, outside the assignment
recreational footpath, within the assignment
recreational footpath, outside the assignment
water compensation, within the assignment
nature compensation, within the assignment
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View towards the Defense Line underpass as seen from the southeast

Underpass of the Defense Line of Amsterdam & Kilzone
Heemskerk alternative, ar tist impression
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View towards the Defense Line underpass and Kilzone as seen while walking along the reconstructed section of the Groenedijk, coming from the north

Underpass of the Defense Line of Amsterdam & Kilzone
Heemskerk alternative, ar tist impression
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View towards the Defense Line underpass and Kilzone as seen from the north, with the golf course in the background

Underpass of the Defense Line of Amsterdam & Kilzone
Heemskerk alternative, ar tist impression
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View towards the Defence Line / Kilzone underpass as seen while driving along the new Highway Link from the east towards the west

Underpass of the Defense Line of Amsterdam & Kilzone
Heemskerk alternative, ar tist impression
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View towards the Heemskerk junction as seen from the northwest towards the southeast, with Fort Veldhuis in the background

Connection to the A9 Heemskerk junction
Heemskerk alternative, ar tist impression
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View while driving along the A8-A9 Highway Link. The low earthen wall hides the lower part of the traffic, but allows for views towards the surrounding landscape
slootbreedtes, -dieptes en -hellingen gebaseerd op
Waterschapslegger (HHNK, 2016)
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Cross section with the 70cm high earthen walls alongside the highway

View towards the A8-A9 Highway Link as seen from the surrounding landscape. The low earthen wall hides the lower part of the traffic, providing for a greener view

Standard highway profile for the inundation zone
Heemskerk alternative, ar tist impression
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70 cm earthen wall accompanying the highway limits
the views on traffic and
gives a greener appearance
ditch

obstacle-free
zone, including low
earthen wall

guard rail

views from the road towards the polder
landscape, but limited views from
polder of the road

standard cross-section
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